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I.S.N.I.P. - Boardmeeting 17
report September 1996

Present

Jeff Gordon, Dario Cipani, Inger Johansson, Asa Loof, Nimet Salem,
Domingos Neto, Ron Kissick, Terry Cole and Johan Maertens.

Absent

Martien Kooyman, Fiede Ingewersen, Silvio Quirico and Thomas
Renz.

1. foundation of the Swiss-france Chapter
Christine Bagneres agreed to start up NIP in France/Paris. Nimet Salem and Johan
Maertens are ready to support her during this process and they propose to start up
a Swiss-France chapter (same language). Christine Bagneres will present this start
at the European conference of Somatotherapy in November '96 in Paris.

9 yes
Greetings to the S-F chapter> Domingos Neto
2. Cooperation with Richard Meyer
Richard Meyer proposes to co-operate with ISNIP and to join together and become
members of the EFP and the WFP (see documentation BM 9 - December 94 and
BM 11 - August 1995 and in annex invitation TF meeting April 1995).
Johan Maertens proposes to prepare a meeting on this subject with Richard Meyer
and to discuss this matter on the BM's at the next international conference in
Amsterdam.

6 yes

1 abst.

Who is Richard Meyer? > Domingos Neto
Next Saturday (October 12th) Asa Lotif will attend a meeting in stockholm. She
will have her opinions after that meeting. She will contact Johan Maertens> Inger
Johansson.
Ws definitely worth working on. Some ideas are more realistic then others.
On point 1 we don/t really understand what it means incorporated society. The
point on working on a NIP document center is important. Let's go on working
with ICI working group first and then come back to this subject> Inger johansson.
We are agreeing to the discussion and not yet to become members> Ron Kissick.
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3.

ISNIP communication: internal and external public relations
Enclosed a proposition Doris Agazzi made on comml,mication. As Doris is a
marketing specialist her proposition can help us to organise these matters in a
better way.
Please, firstly, give your remarks on the text; and secondly, agree/disagree to
develop this further on.

9 agree
The idea seems interesting, quite a bit vague. But this means serious support of
systematization> Domingos Neto.
Will send some comments in a few days> Inger Johansson.
We want to compliment Doris on her thorough work. She has covered all of the
areas we can think o~ and made well reasoned proposals. We think this
document should be considered as the basis of a long-range plan for ISNIP for
some years to come (we think a five year plan is appropriate) > Ron Kissick.

